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Abstract--We give some history and motivation for the notion of groupoid as a powerful and flexible 
generalization f the notion of group, stressing the links with symmetry and with paths in dynamical 
systems. Two-dimensional groupoids are explained, and their possibilities for new notions of symmetry 
are explored. 
The notion of groupoid as a generalization of that of group was found by Brandt [1] as a result 
of his work on the arithmetic of quaternary quadratic forms, generalizing the work of Gauss for 
the case of binary quadratic forms. This concept of groupoid can now be seen as a significant 
extension of the range of discourse, allowing for a more flexible and powerful approach to 
symmetry. The following quotation is from Ref. [2]: 
"The concept of groupoid isone of the means by which the twentieth century reclaims the original domain 
of application ofthe group concept. The modern, rigorous definition of a group is far too restrictive for 
the range of geometrical applications envisaged in the work of Lie. There have thus arisen the concepts 
of Lie pseudogroup, of differentiable and of Lie groupoid, and of principal bundle--as well as various 
related concepts such as Lie equation, graded Lie algebra nd Lie algebroid--by which mathematics seeks 
to acquire aprecise and rigorous language inwhich to study the symmetry phenomena associated with 
geometrical transformations which are only locally defined." 
Further, the concept of groupoid has lead to some notions of many variable groupoid theory 
which are uninteresting when restricted to groups alone. These varieties of developments available 
for groupoids but not for groups open up the possibility of extensive ranges of applications. Our 
aim in this paper is to give some idea of the background and of sources for these ideas. Information 
on the algebraic theory of groupoids is given in Ref. [3] (which, unfortunately, is out of print), 
Ref. [2], which also deals with the topological and differentiable cases, and Ref. [4]. 
The symmetry of an object is classically described by the group of transformations of the object 
which leave its geometric structure invariant. For example the symmetry of the square 
is described by the dihedral group D4 whose elements are the eight permutations leaving the square 
invariant. There is also a description of D 4 by generators and relations. Let x be the rotation of 
the square through ~/4 anticlockwise, and let y be the reflection in the vertical ine through the 
center of the square. Then/)4 is generated by x and y with the relations x4 = y2 = xyxy = 1. Such 
a description by generators and relations is available for all groups, and in many cases gives a 
convenient way of handling the group. 
This use of the group of symmetries fits with Klein's famous Erlanger programme of 1872, which 
suggested that a geometry should be studied through its group of automorphisms, that is the group 
of transformations leaving the geometric structure invariant. This programme has had a great 
influence on the subsequent development of group theory (cf. Ref. [5]). 
The notion ofgroupoid arises when one is given not just one structure S but a family S = {Si}i~l 
of structures. It is then appropriate to consider not just the group G(i) of automorphisms of each 
Si, but also to consider for all i,j the set G(i,j) of isomorphisms S~Sj.  An isomorphism f :  S~Sj  
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may be composed with an isomorphism g: Si-.S k to give an isomorphism gJ: S~Sk. There is an 
identity isomorphism 1i: S~S~ for all elements i o f / ,  and an isomorphism f : Sg--* Sj has an inverse 
f-~: Sj~S~ such that ff-~ = lj,f-~f--- l i. The composition is associative: if hg and gf  are defined, 
then h(gf) and (hg)f are defined and are equal. We write G for the union of all the sets G(i,j) 
for i,j eL The important point is that if f, g are elements of G, then the composite or product gf  
may or may not be defined. Otherwise the rules for the product are exactly similar to those of a 
group. This groupoid is called the groupoid G(S) of symmetries of the family S. For references 
to the use of this groupoid, cf. Refs [2, 6]. 
A groupoid may be thought of as a group with many identities. Now one of the first propositions 
of group theory is that a group has only one identity. It is the fact that in a groupoid the product 
is not always defined which allows for many identities. 
The formal definition of a groupoid is now easily given. There is a set G of arrows or elements, 
a set I of vertices or objects; the set G is the union of disjoint sets G(i,j) for all i,j in / ,  so that 
i f f  is an element of G then f has a unique source sf and target tf, and we write f :  sf~tf. Two 
elements g,f of G are composable if and only if t f  = sg, and then their product gf  belongs to 
G(sf, tg). This is represented by the diagram 
f 
sf , t f=  sg 
tg 
The axioms for a groupoid are then a statement in the general situation of the rules we have already 
written down for our specific example, the groupoid G(S) of symmetries of the family S = {S~}~. 
Here are some more examples of groupoids. 
Example 1 
Let X be any set. Then there is a groupoid also written X called the fine, or null, groupoid on 
X. It has only identities lx, one for each x in X; these may be composed with themselves so that 
lxlx = Ix, and there are no other products. 
Example 2 
Let X be any set. Then there is a groupoid with vertex set X and set of arrows the product 
set X × X, so that an arrow x ~y is simply the ordered pair (y, x). The product is then given 
by 
(z, y)(y, x) = (z, x). 
This groupoid looks rather simple, banal and unworthy of consideration! Surprisingly, though, 
it plays a key role in the theory and applications. One reason is that if G is a subgroupoid of 
X x X (the definition of subgroupoid is left to the reader) and G has the same vertex set X as X x X, 
then G is essentially an equivalence relation on X. That is, for all x in X, (x, x)eG; if (x,y)eG, 
then (y, x)~ G; and if (z, y), (y, x )e  G then (z, x )e  G. Now equivalence relations are important in 
mathematics and science because they formalize the idea of classification--two elements have the 
same classification if and only if they are equivalent. In mathematical terms, we say that equivalence 
relations formalize the idea of quotienting. Thus, it is an important aspect of their applications that 
groupoids generalize both groups and equivalence relations. This versatility is further shown by 
the next example. 
Example 3 
Let H be a group of transformations of a set X. This means that for each h in H and each x 
in X there is an element h • x in x and the following rules are satisfied: 
l ' x=x ,  (h"h) 'x - -h" (h 'x ) ,  
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for all x in X and all h, h' in H. In such case we often picture the operation or action of h on x 
as 
h 
xO ~ oh • x. 
Since the arrow is here based at x, it would be more accurate to write it as (h, x): x ~h.  x. This 
suggests defining a composition 
(h', h • x)(h, x) = (h'h, x) 
and it is easily checked that in this way we obtain a groupoid. This groupoid has been called the 
actor groupoid, covering roupoid and affine groupoid of the action. Another name used is semidirect 
product groupoid, with notation H ~ X. 
A further example of groupoids comes from the consideration of paths in a space. It is worthwhile 
in a book on symmetry to recall this other motivation for both group and groupoid theory, since 
it is important for the extensions of the notion of groupoid to higher dimensions. The group of 
paths, or fundamental group, is due to Poincar6 in 1895. It arose from Poincar6's work in celestial 
mechanics. 
Recall that the first major problem of celestial mechanics was to describe the motion of two 
heavy bodies moving under the influence only of inverse square gravitational forces. This is called the 
two body problem. Of course Newton's answer was that the two bodies move so that each centre 
of gravity describes a conic section with focus the centre of gravity of the two bodies. In the course 
of verifying this answer, and so giving a theoretical basis for Kepler's laws of planetary motion, 
Newton was led to develop the basic techniques of the differential and integral calculus. 
The next problem was to describe the motion of three bodies under gravitational forces; this is 
the three body problem. It remains unsolved. Poincar~ showed that there is no solution which can 
be given in a finite number of integrations, although of course from any given starting situation, 
the resulting motion can be computed to an accuracy limited only by computational resources. 
As a result of the lack of an analytic solution to the problem, Poincar6 sought other kind of 
interesting questions, and formulated qualitative rather than quantitative questions. These are of 
the kind: 
(i) What are the periodic solutions (i.e. those that return to their original positions 
and velocities)? 
(ii) Is a solution stable (i.e. if you perturb the starting position a bit, does the 
resulting motion stay similar to the original one)? 
(iii) Is the solution bounded over indefinite time? 
For a long time the only periodic solutions to a many body problem was the Lagrange solution, 
with three equal bodies at the vertices of an equilateral triangle. New periodic solutions were 
discovered by Davis et al. [7] as a result of computer experiments. In any case, these questions 
are a good illustration of the maxim that in science the interesting question is very often not: 
"What is the answer?" but instead: "What is the question?". It is unfortunate that in so many 
aspects of our scientific and mathematical education, the main weight of emphasis is on knowledge 
and problem solution, and much less on the practical aspect, which must be first and foremost, 
problem formulation. 
Poincar6 took the following approach to the three body problem, and similar questions in 
mechanics. Consider each body as a particle concentrated at the centre of mass. For spherical 
bodies, this is no loss of generality. The position and velocity of each particle are each given 
by three coordinates. For three particles, that makes 18 coordinates. However the motion is 
restricted by the energy equation 
kinetic energy + potential energy = constant. 
So the motion lives not in eighteen-dimensional space, but in a seventeen-dimensional subspace 
called the phase space Pe for this particular energy level e. A particular motion at a given energy 
e is then a path in the phase space Pc. So we are led to the question: "What different kinds 
of paths are possible in P,.?" The emphasis here is on the words kinds. In mathematics, as in any 
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Fig. 1 
science, the making of lists, even where possible, is not the only aim. The further aims are 
classification and understanding. 
A reasonable classification for paths is that of deformability. In Fig. 1 it is clear that the path 
a deforms to a', but that a does not deform to b because of the hole. Poincar6 therefore considered 
equivalence classes of loops, that is, paths which start and return to a base point, under the relation 
of deformability. Two loops may be composed as in Fig. 2 and it is not hard to verify that 
the classes of paths form under the composition of paths a group, called the fundamental group 
rq(Pe, x) of the space P, at the base point x. The consideration of this group was one of the starting 
points of the subject of algebraic topology, which was first called analysis itus. The other starting 
point was the notion of homology, which derived from integration theory. 
In many ways, it is unnatural to consider only loops at a point x. It is often convenient to 
consider paths from x to another point y, say. These also may be composed as in the following 
diagram: 
b 
xo  I 0 ~ Oz 
Y 
to give a path ba. The classes of paths under deformability then form not a group but a groupoid, 
called the fundamental groupoid ~tPe of the space Pc. This groupoid contains all the fundamental 
groups rq(Pe, x) for all base points x, as well as information on how they are related. It is this extra 
information which is particularly valuable in using groupoids. 
It was realized by Higgins [3] that there is also for groupoids a convenient theory of generators 
and relations, similar to that for groups, but with an additional f exibility which enables groupoids 
to be used for proving purely group theoretic results. That is, even if the main interest is in groups, 
it is still often convenient to leave the group theoretic world in order to formulate and prove 
theorems. One reason for this is Example 3, which constructs a semidirect product groupoid from 
a group action. There are many proofs and applications in group theory which work via a group 
action, and it is quite often useful to reformulate such methods in terms of groupoids. For examples 
of this, see Refs [8, 9] as well as Refs [3, 4], and the survey [6]. 
It now seems likely that in the future group theory will be seen to be a proper subset of groupoid 
theory, in the sense that a proper account of group theory will need to take account of groupoid 
methods. At present, it is difficult to find a book on group theory which even mentions the idea. 
In view of our discussion of paths and celestial mechanics, it is also relevant hat groupoids are 
~ ba 
Fig. 2 
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now being found appropriate for use in the theory of Hamiltonian systems, for example in the study 
of non-linear commutation relations [10]. 
For me, one of the chief interests of groupoids has been that they allow for a higher-dimensional 
theory. The intuitive idea for this came from an attempt to generalize the fundamental groupoid 
to higher dimensions, with a view to applications in the subject called homotopy theory, which is 
the mathematical study of the theory of deformations of paths and more generally of functions. 
The universality of this notion of deformation is such that the techniques of homotopy theory are 
playing an increasing rrle in many applications, for example in particle physics, where again group 
theory has already proved important. 
As explained above, the fundamental groupoid arises from composing classes of paths. The 
question is, what kind of algebra results from composing squares instead of paths? Such an algebra 
should give rise to a higher-dimensional group theory. The idea for higher-dimensional algebra is 
as follows: 
Normally we are constrained in our mathematical writing and to some extent in our thinking 
by the way we write mathematics in formulae along a line. So we write 
x = yz, x = y + z, 
or more generally 
X =XIX  2 . ' 'X  n. 
That is, x is the product or composite of n elements xl . . . . .  x,. The question is, why cannot we 
write 
showing that x is some kind of two-dimensional product ? More generally, we would like to have 
a product 
~ x.  x~2...x~. 1
X ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
L Xml  Xm2 " " " Xmn 
You may well ask: "what is new about hat?" All you have is a matrix, an array? My point is that 
x is intended to be evaluated as a single element. Further, we are going to allow not only horizontal 
compositions but also vertical ones, not only 
[a b] but also Ia ] .  
The reason for trying to do this was the following curious mathematical point. A lot of 
mathematics is concerned with turning geometry into algebra. This allows problems to be solved 
by calculation rather than by special geometric argument. The most famous example is the use in 
geometry by Descartes in 1637 of the symbolic method used by Viete in the late sixteenth century. 
In this way Descartes founded analytic geometry, and the method of now daily use, that of 
Cartesian coordinates. Throughout the intervening time the algebraicization f geometry has been 
a spur to the invention of new mathematical techniques. The algebra models the geometry, and 
the geometry guides the algebra. It is the interaction between these which makes much of our 
contemporary mathematics. 
Consider now a subdivision of the line 
c e i ig  h i  
The algebra for this subdivision is an expression of the type 
x = abcdefgh. 
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Our starting problem is the following. Here is a geometric figure, namely a square subdivided: 
Where is the corresponding algebra ?
a b c d e f 
g h i j k I 
m n p q r s 
F ig .  3 
It turns out that the definition of what we call a double groupoid is not hard [11]. One simply 
has three classes of elements, vertices, edges and squares. Analogously to the case of groupoids, 
one makes the obvious geometric relations between these entities, for example that a square has 
four boundary edges. The edges are assumed to have a partially defined composition operation 
giving a groupoid. The squares are assumed to have two partially defined compositions, described 
by the diagrams 
S al'l'° a 
so that the compositions of squares are defined if and only if the appropriate dges coincide, as 
suggested by the diagrams. It is required that each of the compositions °l and 0 2 are groupoids, 
and that the boundaries of composites are as suggested by the diagrams. Finally, there is a crucial 
rule which connects the two compositions of squares, namely that the diagram 
a b 
g h 
determines only one composition: this amounts to the rule, known as the interchange law, 
(b o I h)0 2 (a 01 g) = (b 0 2 a) °l (h °2g). 
A consequence is that any matrix composition, for example that shown in Fig. 3, may be evaluated 
by composing rows first, or columns first, or by first block subdividing and composing each block. 
It is worth explaining why this algebra gives little in the group case. Suppose then that all the 
groupoid structures are in fact group structures, o that all compositions are defined. Then there 
is an identity el for °l and an identity e2 for 0 2. Hence 
e2 = e2 o2 e2 = (e2 O1 e l )  0 2 (el °t e2) 
= (e2 °2 el) °, (el °2 e2) 
= e I o I e 1 = e I . 
That is, the identities for °l and 02 coincide, and so may be written simply e. It now follows that 
if a, b are squares, then 
ao lb=(ao  2e)ol (eo 2b)=(ao le )o  2(eo lb )=ao 2b, 
so that the two compositions coincide. Hence each may be written simply o. It now follows that 
a % = (e o a) o (b o e) = (e o b) o (a o b) = b o a, 
so that the composition is commutative. This fact was found in the late 1930's and led to the view 
that a higher-dimensional group theory was not possible. Indeed it was embarrassing that the 
higher-dimensional theory was less complicated, rather than more complicated, than the one- 
dimensional theory. 
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We can now see that while this is true for group theory, the extension to groupoids does lead 
to a significant theory, and thatit was probably a general reluctance to take this extension seriously 
which prevented these methods from being found earlier. 
Even when the idea had been formulated, it took nine years to find reasonable generalizations 
to higher-dimensions of the fundamental groupoid which would enable the use of higher-dimen- 
sional generator and relation types of arguments. Eventually it was found in 1974 by Brown and 
Higgins [12] that a sensible generalization is obtained not just for a space X, but for a space X with 
subspaces Y and Z such that Z is contained in Y. Instead of considering paths in X one considers 
maps of a square 
12={(s,t): 0~<s,t~<l} 





It is the deformation classes of these maps, where under the deformation the edges remain in Y 
and the vertices remain f ixed,  which form by an obvious gluing process a double groupoid in the 
sense considered above. There are reasonable generalizations of these ideas to higher-dimensions 
[13], and even generalizations which allow for more general objects than squares and wider kinds 
of subdivisions [14]. However, the proofs become quite hard. 
In order to give some flavour of the theory, and to show how the additional flexibility of two 
dimensions does make a difference, I will give an argument which does use the capabilities of the 
block subdivision and combination. 
In dimension 1, an identity can be regarded as a kind of "squashed" element. In terms of paths, 
an identity is represented by a path which does not move, a stationary journey. However, in 
dimension 2 there are more kinds of squashing which are available. We like to call such squashed 
squares thin and to use the following notation for some of them [15]: 
- -  II L _1 -7 F- O .  
Here a line denotes a constant or identity edge, and the whole square is to have commuting 
boundary. For example, some of these squares have edges as shown below: 
- -  a[ [aa_  ~ 
a ha a 
For example if a is a path, then these maps of squares are defined respectively 
(s, t) ~ a(s),  (s, t) ~ a(max{s, t}), (s, t) ~-~ a(1 - max{s, 1 - t}), 
for 0 ~< s, t ~< 1. The most important rule on a thin element is that it is completely determined by 
its (commutative) boundary. This leads to the following curious equations on thin elements in a 
double groupoid, where we use matrix notation to represent multiple compositions: 
The reason for these equations is that both sides are thin and have the same boundaries, hence 
are equal. 
Here is another application. Given a square a we can border it with squashed, or rather, as we 
have used the word, thin elements, to give new elements 
p (a )= a , z (a )= a . 
1 L - -  
CAMWA 17-1/3--E 
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We think of p, ~ as giving rotations through 1t/2 in clockwise and anticlockwise directions, 
respectively. We now give the calculation that rp (a )= a. We have 
~p(a) = 
i .q  0 0 II 
mi l l  F - - _ l  
OiL  a q 0 
I : _  _J II::0 
. . . . .  i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i . . . . .  
ilio [] L I -  
Onl l rnO 
O0110M 
a 
Dnl l : :o  o 
DDI l i [ ]M 
----I::[] 12 II 
o I l i t  _ _J 
F1 L !a  ] 19 
__ I l l [ ]  
LllnnL- 
[]M::II O O 
OOI I IOM 
- -  - - i a  
IS3 D I l l  [] D 
13 13il l  O [S] 
=a.  
I do not expect you to find that too easy to follow. However, the key aspects of this calculation 
are resubdivision and recombination i  two dimensions, and, as is to be expected, this allows for 
a greater variety of possibility than in dimension 1. Two-dimensional algebra is, as one would hope 
and expect, more subtle and complicated than one-dimensional algebra. I leave as a hard exercise 
for the reader the proof that /2 4 = 1 (cf. Ref. [15]). 
Following up these ideas has lead to new results in homotopy theory and has given new 
constructions in group theory and in other algebraic systems, such as Lie algebras. 
One problem that this theory raises is the following. In dimension 1, we have both groups and 
groupoids arising from notions of symmetry, and from paths. These parallel notions have proved 
significant in the theory and applications of both groups and groupoids. In dimension 2 we have 
an algebra of double groupoids and a geometric example arising from using squares as a 
generalization f paths. Where then is the two-dimensional notion of symmetry? 
Recent work of Brown and Gilbert [16] has suggested a framework for an answer. From the 
automorphisms of a structure S one obtains a group G(S) of symmetries of S. We think of S as 
being zero-dimensional and G(S) as being one-dimensional. 
If G is a group, it is standard to consider the group Aut(G) of automorphisms of the group G. 
But it is also useful to consider the homorphism Z: G---,Aut(G) which sends g in G to the inner 
automorphism x ~ gxg- ' .  Now define a square to be a quintuple (cf. Ref. [11]) 
such that a, b, c, d, are in Aut(G), g is in G and z(g) = a - ld- 'cb.  It is not hard to cook up horizontal 
and vertical compositions of squares giving the right boundary operations, and so giving a double 
groupoid [11]. Thus we find that the automorphisms of a group form in a canonical way part of a 
double groupoid structure. 
This idea continues certainly to the next dimension [16], and presumably to all cases. That is, 
we expect an heirarchy of structures of levels given by positive integers, and where the symmetries 
of a structure of level n form part of a structure of level n + 1. There are also expected to be 
analogues of these ideas for other structures than groups and groupoids; for example, we expect 
analogous ideas for Lie algebras, associative algebras, commutative algebras, Jordan algebras, etc. 
Ref. [17]. However, there is much work to be done to realize these ideas. 
Note also that associative algebras, Lie algebras and Jordan algebras play an important role in 
many applications of mathematics to physics. In view of what Wigner has called "the unreasonable 
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success of mathematics in the physical sciences" [18] we can expect hat these higher-dimensional 
structures will also in the end find some key applications in our understanding of natural 
phenomena. 
Remark 
The following set of references is brief. The survey article [6] has a bibliography of 160 articles 
which can serve as entry points to the literature, and which includes references on applications in 
quantization in physics, and in crystallography. 
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